Housing Service

Important notice: Daily quiet
23.00 to 7.00

Lugano, 17.05.2018
- The daily quiet time must be respected from **23.00** to **7.00** (no parties after **23.00**, shouting or loud speaking, washing...)

- This is a **Swiss rule (it is not only a usihome rule)** that applies to all the renters of the building (in the case it won’t be respected the administration has the right to send a leave notice to the tenants).

- The **security guard** will check every night during the week (and especially during week - ends) if the daily quite time is respected.

- **The security guard will send and report** in case there are parties happening or noise after **2300**.

- The **Usihome administration** is allowed to **deduct money from the deposit** if the daily quite has not been respected.

- **The daily quiet rule improves not only the cohabitation but it is also about respecting others.**